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THIS work was prepared in response to the invitation . 
of the Nagpur University !o ·deliver the Bapu Rao . 

Dada Kinkhede Lectures for the year 1940; that explains its 
present form. The researches embodied in this volume are 
virtually the result of a lifewlong study and were originally 
published long ago in the form of essays in various Marathi 
Journals. My Marathi essay on the date of the Maha.bharata 
War, which is the foundation of my further Tesearches in 
this field, was published in the Vividha J.flana Visttira 
(fcf{ct~~TiiFr~R) in 1920 under the caption " Mahabharateeya
Yuddhakala-Nirl).aya". It will be proper here to mention that 
the manuscript of this essay was read by the late Lokamanya 
Tilak and that he had at that time expressed his favourable 
opinion about it in a letter to Dr. Moonje, The letter is 
reproduced below:-

Yavat, 1st Septembe~ 1915. 

MY DEAR MbONJE, 

I have read and re-read Mr. Daftari's MSS. essay. The . 
I conclusion is in my opinion sound; But I don't agree with 

~
ertain suggestions by which he tries to explain away the 
exts contrary to his view.' He has, no doubt, worked for 
imself and his essay contains some entirely new suggestions. 

Will he not translate it into English ? I should advise him 
to,\do so and publish (it) in some Oriental Journal. i shall 
return~e copy to you with my remarks in about a fortnight. 
I have leisure enough at this place for that. . . 

\"' Yours sin~erely, 
\ BAL GANGADHAR TILAK. 

It· is unfo~ate that the author of the Orion and 
The Arctic Home \n the Vedas did not find though he 
wished, leisu~e enough\ to make notes on my manuscript . '\ 
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copy. Nor had I the leisure to carry out his suggestion 
that the essay sho\].ld be translated into English. It was 
sometime in 1936 ·that Dr. W. S. Barlingay again revived 
the idea that these researches . should be placed before 
Western Scholars and Indian Scholars in other provinces of 

. India, but at that time again I was disinclined to make any 
efforts in this direction on the grounds of health. Early in 
1939, however, the Kinkhede Lectures Committee invited 
me to·deliver the Kinkhede Lectures for the year 1940 and 
though I was at :first disinclined to accept the invitation, the 
persuasions of the· Mohani brothers and Dr. Barlingay ulti
mately preva~led and the result is the present work. 

In preparing this volume I received. very valuable help 
from my preceptor Sreeyuta S. K. Barlingay, his son Dr. 
W. S. Barlingay, Ph.D., Bar-at-Law, my friend Mr. H. K. 
Mohani, Tarkateertha Laxman Sastree Joshi, Editor, 
Dharmakosha and Dr. N. G. Shabde, M.A., o.sc. (E<iin· 
borough), Professor of Mathematics, Science College, 
Nagpur, and I take this occasion to thank them all very 
heartily. 

The Vice-Chancellor of the Nagpur University, Mr. r. J. I 
Kedar, allowed me free use· of the University Library, for(' 
which I am .very much thankful to him. I. also thank the. 
R. B. Bapu Rao Dada Kinkhede Lectures Committee and 
especially R. B. Madhava Rao Kinkhede for having invited 
me to deliver these lectures. ~ 

I 

Lastly, I shall feel my labours amply rewarded if students 
of Ancient Indian Chronology :find this work helpful to 
them; and any suggestions from them as regards the subject· 
matter of my thesis will be most welcome. l 

NAG PUR,} 
1-1-1942. 

KESHEO LAKSHMAN DAFTAJU, 
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SYNOPSIS 
(The numerical figures indicate paragraphs) 

LECTURE I 

OUR OBJECTIVE, METHOD AND DATA 

. Chronology is a great necessity for the history of 
ancient India. 1.-But it has baffled the effforts of many 
students, ·as they did not employ the Astronomical method 
to its fullest extent. 2.-What we propose to do. 3.
Statement of the method used and the difference between 
it and .the method of former scholars explained. 4-8.-The 
objection that there are no ancient historical . works that 
would furnish proper data replied to; the historical works 
upon which we can rely. 9-14.-The objection that these 
historical works are full of absurdities and discrepancies and 
therefore unreliable, replied to. Methods of removing absurd· 
ities and discrepancies, namely, (1) correct interpretation, 
(2) correction in the reading of the text,. (3) discovery of the 
mistakes of the authors, and ( 4) supposition of interpolation 
or deletion. When these methods can be appropriately used. 
15-24.-Statements in respect of which the last three methods 

, of removing absurdities or discrepa_ncies are used, or state
\ ments correct interpretation of which is irt doubt:, not to be 
·employed for calculating dates. The last three methods 
tp be used only for reconciling statements with a date already 
found. 25.-Brahma:t)as useful for determining the length of 
the year used by the ancient Indians. 26.-Date of no event 
to be determined in isolation from those of others. 27.-The 
methoq of actual calculation. 28, 29,....;..Data enumerated 30. 

LECTURE II I, 

THE DATE OF THE MAHABHARATA WAR 

Introductory remarks. 31.-The question about the 
date of the War resolves itself into two interdependent ques
tions, namely, (1) about the Tithi and (2) about the year ; 
hence, the method of\',~ ~uccessive approximation," to be ., 

\ 
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employed. 32, 33.-Necessity of the study of theMahabharata 
calendar. 34.-Mistake in the Mahiibharata calendar pointed 
out.· 35.-The same mistake found in the Vediinga-Jyotisha 
and one more. 36, 37.-These mistakes were corrected by 
omitting some days or one lunar month (Miisakshaya) at 
the end of six or seven yugas of five years (sixty-two lunar 
months).. 38-42,..:.__The characteristics of the Mahabharata 
calendar. 43-50.-The approximate month and Tit hi of the 
War. 51-57.-The approximate year of the War. 58-60.
The verses in the Mahiibhiirata, showing the positions of the 
planets at the time of the War, divisible into two groups. 61.
Group I. 62-77.-Group II. 78, 79.-The probable years 
calculated from each group to be selected by the test of two 
eclipses in the month of the Kartika. 80, 81.-Elements of 
planetary m·otions taken for calculation. 82-85.-The year 
of the War, thus calculated from the first group, is found 
to be 1197 B.C. 86-92.-The years fromthe second group . 

. None of these found to stand the test of the eclipses in the 
' Kartika. 93.-Conclusion that 1197 B.C. is the year of the 
War. Calculation gives the elcipses described in Bhishma 
Parva in this year. The year is thus confirmed. 94-96.
This year also confirmed by the evidence of an eclipse stated 
to have occurred when the Yiidavas perished fighting with 
each other and also by an eclipse referred to in the Sabhii 
Parva. 97-100.-This year also confirmed by the positions 
of the planets (including a total solar eclipse) at the time of 
killing of Ka1Isa by Sree KrishQa, as stated in the Harivansa. 
101-107.-In 1197 B.C. the day on which the War began 
can be no other than the Amaviisya of the Kartika. 108-114. 
-The day on which the War began was Monday ; the period 
of Amavasya on that day was 29 Ghatees in the least and 
42 Ghatees at the greatest from mean sunrise, according to 
the calendar of those days. 115, 116.-The actual calcu
lated positions of the planets on that Monday in the 
morning and also after seventeen days thence. 117.-Agree· 
ment of these positions with the statements in the Mahii· 
bhiirata. 118-132.-Suggestion that the planetary positions 
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in the second group must be those of the date of the finish· 
ing of the compilation of the Bhiirata by Vyasa, three years 
and two lunar months after the beginning of the War and 
that the verses stating those planetary positions were wrongly 
placed in the Bhishma Parva along with those of the first 
group by subsequent editors of the Bhiirata. 133-141.
Conclusion about the date when the War began. 142.~The 
details of the calendar of those days. 143-154. 

0BJECTEONS TO THE YEAR 

First objection to the year based upon the dynasties in 
the Pural)as replied to. 155-183.-Similar objection based 
upon the statement of Garga, relied upon in ·the Riijatarangitzi 
by Kalhal)a, replied to. 184-191 and Appendix A.-The 
second objection based upon the statement in the Satapatha 
Briihmatza that " the Krittikas do not swerve from the East " 
replied to. 192-205.-The third objection that the calculated 
positions of the Sun and the Moon do not agree with those 
stated in the Mahiibhiirata, replied to. 206-212.-The fourth 
objection that the War began just after the. Kali began in 
3102 B.C., stated. Its consideration postponed to third 
Lecture. 213.-The fifth objection that .the solar eclipse 
described in the Mausala Parva did not happen during the 

1 fourteenth Tithi as described replied to. 214-215.-The · 
: sixth objection based upon inconsistencies in the Mahii-
\ bhiirata replied to .. 216.-The seventh objection based upon 
the statements of Megasthenes replied to; 217-219. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE Tithi 

The first objection based upon Balarama's statement 
H !Jii~1Jl \tw.:r~Tsfut ~ct'r !J•miffi:" replied to. 221-227.-The 
second objection based upon the description of darkness and 
of moonrise on the fourteenth. day of the War, replied to.
The theory of Mr. Karandikar, Editor of "Kesari ", con
sidered. Consideration .of evidence in the A.Jramaviisika 
Parva of the Mahiibhiirata, showing that in the year of the 
War, the Sun turned to the North on the seventh Tithi of the 
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bright Paksha of the Magha, according to the calendar of 
those days. 228-240.-Reasons for interpolation of the de· 
scription of the moonrise, explained. 241.~Conclusion. 242. 

LECTURE III 

THE SYSTEM OF ANCIENT CHRONOLOGY 
or 

The Year, the Cycles, the Kalpa, and the Manvantara 
(The Date of Sree .Rama) 

The objection that the Bbarata War began just after 
the Kali started, fully stated., 243.-Study of the Yugas, 
necessary for complete reply to this objection. 244.-The 
Kali referred to in the M ahiibhiirata shown to be different 
from the Kali said to have begun in 3102 B.C. Distinction 
between Human an4 Divine Yugas pointed out. 245-249. 

STUDY OF THE HUMAN YUGAS 

Preliminary objection to this study, replied to. 250, 251. 
-The Vedic calendar shown to consist of three years of 
360 days each and the ' fourth ' or the • long • year of 
381 days. 252-263.-Performance of the Asvamedha in the 
'long year'. 264.-The Yuga shown to be a period of four 
years ending in the ' long year". 265-268.-New B.ik, 
Yajus and Siiman Mantras shown to have been made for 
Asvamedha~ every fourth year, the period of four years,. 
i.e., the Yuga being also called a Manvantara. 269-274.-. 
Length of Kali Yuga shown to be hundred years, that of 
Dwapara two hundred years, that of Treta three hundred 
years, and that of Krita four hundred years. 275-281.
Kalpa shown to be a period of four years, i.e., equivalent 
to a Yuga. Omission of one day in every twenty-eighth 
Yuga (quaternary). 282-294.-The Mahakalpa shown to be 
a period of one thousand ye~rs, being composed of Krita, 
Treta, Dwapara and Kali taken together and being a period 
in which the Equinox moves back about one constellation. 
The sacrifice of one thousand years, ·referred to. 295-299.
First Krita shown to have begun in 3102 B.C. on Thursday, 
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the first Tithi of the bright half of the Chaitra when all the 
planets were in or near the end of the Revati and when the 
Equinox was two lunar months. ahead. Proposal that the 
Era that began from this day to be called the Kalpa Era. 
Sree Rama shown to have been born in Kalpa Era 1493 o~ 
1609 B.C. The beginning of the year shown to have been 
taken two lunar months before the Vernal Equinox. Omis
sion of a ye~r every nineteenth year (Samvatsarakshaya). 
The Kali Yuga during which the Mahabharata War was 
fought shown to be ninety-six years and two lunar months 
long. 300-336.-Dimension and place of an interim between 
the Yugas. 337.-Explanation of the objection stated in the 
beginning of the lecture. 338.-The Dwadasa ·Varshika 
Satra shown to be a sacrifice performed for twelve years 
at the end of every thousand years. Two such sacrifices 
shown to have been performed, one at the end of Kalpa 
Era_ 1000, i.e., in 2102 B.C. and the other at the end of 
Kalpa Era 2000, i.e., in U02 B.C. 339-341.-The Maha
kalpa begun in 3102 B.C. shown to have been named 
Varaha and shown to have been continued even after a lapse 
of one thousand years, each millennium of the same being 
called · the first, the second or the third, etc. revolution of 
the Yugas. 342-345.-The dimensions and the starting point 

10f the Divine Yugas. 346, 347.-The,Divine system of Yugas 
·~hown to have developed into the Astronomical system of 
Yugas by misunderstandings. 348.-Conclusion. 349. · 
I 

) LECTURE IV 

THE CHRONOLOGY OF PRE-MOURYAN HISTORY 
(DATE OF THE VEDAS) 

Introductory remarks, 350.-Viiyu Purii1Ja shown to be 
the history of the Varaha Kalpa only. 351.-The .ancestors 
of the Vedic Indians shown to have settled in th~ Pamir 
Plateau, i.e., Meru in about 10102 B.C. after the destruction 
of their original home by frost and glaciers. 352, 353.
Migration of the Vedic Aryans into Russian Turkisthana, 
Afganisthana, and the, Punjab between 10102 B.C. and 

'•.._,, 
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3102 B.C. 354.-Ananda shown to have become Brahmii, 
i.e., the Supreme Ruler in 3102 B.C. in the country between 
Sarasvati and Drishadvati', called Brahmiivarta, i.e., the 
Ambala District. 355-357.-The institutions established by 
t.he Brahmii Ananda-Yajiia, System of Chronology, Vaqtas 
and Marriage. 358-361.-The institutions of Ananda shown 
to have continued in full force for one hundred and thirty
tWo years only and shown to have been revived by the 
Swayambhuva Manu after they were in abeyance for three 
hundred years (the first republic). J:'he rule of the Swayam
bhuva Manu shown to have begun in Kalpa Era 432, i.e., 
in 2670 B.C. 362-366.-Kings of the line of the Swayam
bhuva Manu. 367.-The date of the Chakshusha Manu. 
368-371.-The date of the second Daksha and that pf the 
first Daskha. 372-374.-History of Vena and Prithu. 375.
The succession of Vaivaswata Manu. Kings of the line or' 
Vaivaswata Manu, that ruled in Brahmiivarta. 376-378.-A 
republic shown to have been established a second time in 
Brahmavarta in 1412 Kalpa Era, i.e., in 1690 B.C. Two 
parties in that state-the Asuras and the Devas. The 
Asuras shown to have held power for forty years and the 
Devas for the next forty years, and Mlindhiita shown to have 
become king subsequently in Brahmlivarta in 1492 Kalpa 
Era. 379:...380.-Probable kings of the line of Mandhata. 381. 
-The third republic shown to have been established after 
king Harita; the same shown to have continued in the days 

. of the Mahiibharata War and of Megasthenes. Absorption 
of Brahmavarta in the Magadha Empire. 382.-Brahma
varta shown to be the foremost state of the Aryas where 
Asvamedha was performed, Vedas were composed and 
Manus and . Saptarshis were appointed for enacting laws 
and for redistribution of VarQas. 383.-The date of the 
SawarQa Manu. 384.-The date of the first compilation of 
the Viiyu Purlll)a. 385.-The Vaivaswata Manu shown to have 
established Ayodhya some time after 952 Kalpa Era and 
to have made his son Ikshwaku king of the same. Kings 
of Ayodhya from Ikshwaku to Sree Rama. 386.-Dates of 
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several events in the life of Sree Rama. 387.-The kings of 
Ayodhya from Sree RiiDJ.a to Brihadbala who was killed in 
the Mahiibharata War. 388.-The Manvantara of four 
Manus. 389, 390.-The kings of Ayodhya from Brihadbala 
to Sumitra the last king. 391.-The dates of the tenth and the 
eleventh Manvantaras. 392, 393.-The list of the Manus 
with dates. 394.-The absorption of the kingdom of Ayodhya 
in the Magadha Empire. 395.-0rigin of the Kingdom of 
Kurukshetra; the kings of Kurukshetra upto the Pa:Q.<,iavas. 
396-398."'-Some particulars about Janamejaya, the grandson 
of Kuru and about Santanu. 399.-Dates of important events 
in the history of the Pa:Q.<,iavas, restated. 400.-:-The date of 
Sree l{.rish:Q.a's birth. 401, 402.-The date of the burning 
of the Khandava forest. 403.-Confi.rmation of the date of 
the Bharata War from the history of the Gan<,ieeva Bow. 
404, 405.-The relation between the kings of Kuruskhetra 
and the public functionaries of Brahmavarta, described. 
406.-Support of Janamejaya, the great grandson of the 
Pa:Q.<,iavas, to Yajnavalkya· and his works, the Sukla Yajur 
Veda and the Satapatha Briihma(la. 407, 408.-History of the 
Kurukshetra from Yudhishsthira onwards. 409.-The date 
of the Bhagavadgeeta. 410.-The kings of Magadha and the 
years of their reigns. The date of the Uttaraka:Q.<,ia of the 
Riimiiya{ta. The date of Buddha's, Nirva:Q.a. The date of 

. the second Vyasa, the author of the Bhiigavata and his works. 
411-417.-The dat~ of the Vedas. 418-432.-The date of 
the Gautama Smriti. 433.-Conclusion. 434. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE MYSTERY OF GARGA'S DATE OF THE PANDA VAS .. 
(See Paragraphs 184·-191) 

This date is based mainly upon the misunderstanding of the 
.following verses in the Viiyu Puriil)a in Chapter 99 :-

art~r111t \%~({£: r.ilf.l' 'ijt!ft cror: :a'iJT: ~: II 

ijacr "« ~~ ~iU~~~m'!qr: 1 

· mr ~~~o:t~rftr ~s~ ~~ ~ 'IWfiT: 11 \'-~' 11 

, The reading of these verses in the Matsya Puriil)a in Chapter 
273 is as follows:- · 

6Ttmurt ~f~ffi ~l\f"4 al!ft +a~o:cr"4 o;rqr: II , \ II 
mt~r ~Frs~Rr ~iUT~rernT 'iirm I 

~" " .II mf ~(\~~~~ltf iU'IiT~!~iUCf ij II , ' II 

The real reading appears to be:-
. . ." "" .... . . ' 

etf~I111T ~~~ttl ~~ GllT tfiUT: ijiJT: ~: II 

ijHcrim ~?cr~rn ~iUt~r~6r~r: 1 

~R 'l~l~if~Titr ~~~ W ~ IU<fif: II . 

\This really means "The dynasties contemporaneous with4the reign 
1?f those Andhras are seven Andhras, ten Abhiras, seven Gardabhins 
and ten Sakas " .. But Garga, relying . probably on the reading 
in ,the Matsya Puriir;za construed it to mean* that these dynasties 
succeeded the Andhras who reigned for 456 years according to 
the Viiyu Puriir;za and of whom Puloman was the last. He added 
the years of all the dynasties previous to that of the Sakas 
mentioned in this verse and assuming that the reign of the Sakas 
began in the first year of the Saka Era, found the date of the 
PaQ<Javas. His calculation was like what is shown below:-

• Note.-The literal translation can be ~s follows:-Jn the territory 
of those A.ndhras, stood kings in the line of their ministers (+a~). These 
will be seven A.ndhra. kings, then ten Abhtra Kings, seven Gardabhin King~ 
and then ten Sakas, 
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1,072 years Barhadratha Kings 
138 , Pradyotana 

" 360 ,. Saisunaga 
" 100 

" Nand a 
" ·137 

" Maury a 
" 112 

" Sunga 
" 456 

" And bra 
" 52 , Seven Andhra 
" 67 

" Ten Abhira 
" 72 

' "' Seven Gardabhin , 
(The KaJ)va Kings are omitted as 
·.· being ministers and contempora-

ries of the Sunga Kings.) 
2,566 , TOTAL 

Here, it. should be .noted that the years of the seven Garda
bhins are given· by the verse:-

~HEfTi iTi CNlfUr ~~'R:r~ijr ~= 1 

~$1' mt~a-Cf ~T~ f[ijRftt': II 
found in some books of the Viiyu Puriif)a (see .Anandasrama 
Edition of the Viiyu Puriif)a) and the years of the seven Andhras 
are given by the verse:.:.... 

'lt~r: mrncf<fr<rr~ ij fi;tifi ~+rr: II '\ II 

in Chapter 273 of the Matsya Purii(la: That the Kanvas were con· 
temporaries of Sungas is proved by verse 35 of Chapter 272 of / 
the Matsya Purii!Ja where the Kar,va Kings are said to be servants 
(ministers) of the Sungas (~) and by verses 1 and 2 of 
Chapter 273 of the same where it is said that the Andhra King 
also destroyed the remains of th'e Sungas (~r.rl' ~ ~ lt'IN'f<Tr), 

The total found by the calculation given above agrees with 
the number of years given by Garga. Kalhana did not know 
this calculation and therefore he construed Garga's verse to mean 
that 2,526 years passed from the Par,(lavas to the beginning of the 
Saka Era. The mystery about Garga's date of the Pat)cJavas is 
thus solved very clearly. This also shows that Garga found in 
the Puriir,as, the years of the Barhadratha, Pradyotana, Saisuniiga 
and Nanda Kings to be 1,072, 138, 360 and 100 years respec· 
tively and confirms our calculation in para 167. 



APPENDIX B 

THE DATE OF THE MAITRYUPANISHAD 

Objection is taken by some to the date of the Mahabharata 
War proved in these lectures, on the ground that the date of the 
Mahfi.bharata War is earlier than that of the Maitryupanishad 
and that the date of the Maitryupanishad is about 1900 B.C. 

That the Maitryupanishad is later than the Pan.qavas is certain 
inasmuch as, it undoubtedly refers to certain passages in the 
Chhandogya Upanishad (compare~ for example, Prapathaka 6, 
Kha~;tda 2 of the Maitryupanishad and Chapter 7, Khan.da 9 of 
the Chhiindogya Upanishad) which in its turn mentions the name 
of Dewakiputra Krishn.a in· Chapter 3, Khal)da 17. The date·of 
the Maitryupanishad, moreover i~ said to be about 1900 B.C. 
from the following statement in it:-

fl Cfilt?~a~ ~fttil!lfr~rc~·-.re s:re:'1Utc;ret cmt~a'(l(IR(.J;r~

;r~ cr~lli ;r-crr~ '.il'~gr~io:~r;rm'.f ~')Jotr~'tiiJI' ij'ftfRT '.il'~ir~M ij'~ '' 
('Stf.ITOCfi ,, ~ w). 

[ Translation.-"The year consisting of twelve months, is the 
figure of the Kala, i.e., Time formed by th.e Nimesha and other 
portions of Time. It (the year) consists of two parts, one 
Agn.eya (relating to Fire) and the, other Varun.a (relating to. 

1 Water). From the Magha to the middle of the Dhanishtba in 
the proper order is Agneya (because man takes resort to :fire 
t'o protect. himself" from cold in these days). From the Aslesha 
to· the middle of the Dhanishtha in the reverse order is Soumya 
(becau.se man resorts to the Soma or the Moon in these days 
when troubled by the heat of the Sun)."] 

This passage is said to show that the point of the Winter 
Solstice was in the middle of the Dhanishthii, at the time of the 
Maitryupanishad and th~t therefore the date of the Maltryupa
nishad must be about 1900 B.C. It follows, it is argued, that the 
date of the Mahiibharata War must be earlier than 1900 B.C., 
i.e., about 700 years earlier than the date proved in these lectures. 

The argument, however, obviously lacks logical stringency. 
The passage in question does not necessarily show that the 

17 
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Maitryupanishad must have been composed as early as 1900 B.C. 
For, it is quite possible that the Upanishad though, as we shall 
presently show, it is a work of a comparatively recent date 
might yet describe astronomical phenomena of an epoch far 
earlier than the date of its composition. And, indeed, a careful 
examination of its structure reveals that it purports to describe 
a dialogue supposed to have taken place with Brihadratha, a 
descendant of Ikshwiiku, the sixth in descent from Ikshwaku's 
son Nimi, who lived about 750 years earlier than the Piin.«Javas. 
It is only natural, therefore, that consistently with its structural 
plan, such a work should mention in Prapathaka I, Khal)da 5, 
.only those Kings who lived much earlier than the Pan.«Javas and 
describe astronomical phenomena occurring in the time of 
B:rihadratha. For this purpose it could have drawn upon the 
information available in the Puriil)as which were then extant and 
a reference to the Viiyupurtil;ta, Chapter 50, verses 197-99, would 
seem to suggest that the astronomical information contained in 
the passage in the Upanishad might possibly have been taken 
·from th.e Viiyupu~iifla. Authors ~re often known to do such 
things. Therefore-it is certain that the objector's argument cannot 
possibly shake the conclusion that has been so. rigotous.ty· arrived 
at in these lectures in respect of the date of the Mahiibhii.rata 
:war from far more reliable and unimpeachable astronomical 
data and the evidence of the Pouran,ic Dynasties between the 
War and Chandragupta Mourya. . 
. . We may point out by the by, that the date of the Upanishai 
must be subsequent to that of the Buddha. The language o"f 
the Upanishad is comparatively modern. The sage who is the 
preceptor of B:rihadratha is named Sakiiyanya and we know 
from the Puran.as that the name of the grandfather of Buddha 
was Siikya and we know that Buddha himself was called· Siikya
simha. Thus Siikiiyanya may be but another name of Buddha. 
These facts go to show that this Upanishad was probably sub· 
sequent to the time of Buddha. 



APPENDIX C 

THE STARTING POINT OF THE DIVINE YUGAS 

We have presumed in paragraph 347 that the starting point 
of the Divine Kali was the same as that- of the third . Human 
Krita. There is, however, in the Bhligavata Purli1;,1a, an express 

· st~tement about the starting of the Divine Kali. The· Bhiigavata 
says ip Skandha 12, Chapter 2:-

~~ piTr ~ct :qrmr~Cf q~J&:fir 1 

!Ire~ cnR?~orf;{fq !lis: S\1~~: II '~. II 

' · [Translation.-" The historians {!1~1~:) say that .the ·Kaii 
. started on the very day on which Sree KrishiJ.a went to Heaven.") 

It may be said that this is only a panegyric of Sree Krishn.a. 
But the word lJ\T~: suggests that though undoubtedly a 
panegyric, this statement may have been based upon some fact. 
And indeed we know a fact which can be at· the basis of this 
statement. Sree Krishl)a died 22 years after the Bharata War; 
i.e., in 1926·7 Kalpa Era or Kali Era (see supra, paragraphs 98, 
99 and 338). The century of the Saptarshi Kala started at the 
beginning of the 27th year of the Kali Era, i.e., the Kalpa Era 

1 (see Dixit, page 373), i.e., at 26 Kalpa Era. We have seen, how· 
\ ever, in paragraphs 325 and 333 that th~ beginning of the year 

. was shifted forward first by half of an year and then by two 
lunar months again, i.e., in all by 7/lOths of an year. Therefore in 
the year of Sree' Krishn.a's death, the first year of the century 
of,Saptarshi Kala must have begun at 1926·7 Kalpa Era. This 
agrees with the date of Sree KrishiJ.a's death. This agreement 
shows that there is a fact at the basis of the statements in the 
Bhiigavata and that fact is that the date of Sree KrishQa's death 
and date of the starting of the century of the Saptarshi Kala was 
the same. But the Blztigavata calls this date, the date of the 
starting of the Kali, shown to be the Divine Kali by the word 
~~~'i~iU('I'I(;JCfi: (the Kali of 1,200 years) in the preceding 
31st verse of. the same chapter. This shows that the Divine 
Kali, started in 1926·7 Kalpa Era. The Divine Dwapara must 
therefore have started 74 years before the starting of the Varaha 
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Kalpa (i.e., before 3102 B.C.) taking the shifting of the beginning 
of the year into consideration. This is opposed to our presump
tion that the Divine Kali started in 2000 Kalpa Era and that 
therefore the Divine Dwapara started at the beginning of the 
Kalpa Era. Our presumption was based upon the idea that the 
starting point of the Divine and the Human Yugas must be 
same and this idea does not appear to be incorrect. This 
opposition therefore suggests that the starting point of yugas 
was changed when in 3102 B.C. the conjunction of the planets 
in the Revati was seen and that the old starting point still 
survives in the shape of the starting point of the century of the 
Saptarshi Kala. From this point of view, the starting point of 
the Divine Dwapa~a would be 74 years before the starting of the 
Varaha Kalpa in 3102 B.C., i.e., 3176 B.C. and the starting of 
the Divine Krita 10176 B.C. The date of the habitation of the 
Meru by the· ancestors of the Indian Aryas would therefore be 
10176 B.C. instead of 10102 B.C. as settled in para. 353. 
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